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rrt wrote:
1. You will have trouble finding it, but the late Mike Sajna's PA Trout and Salmon Guide is the most
enjoyable guide to read. It includes a lot of interesting local historical info, and his stream info is as
accurate as any of the rest. However, written back in the 1980s, it is dated.
2. Dwight Landis's guide has nice maps in it, and his info seems to be pretty reliable, too. His material is
more up to date than Sajna's.
3. The Meck guide is so-slo. On some of the streams with which I am familiar, Meck's fly information is not
accurate.
4. The Wolf book, though it looks nice, is not very thorough. Wolf is spot-on with his n/c PA info, as that is
where he came from. His bass stream info is probably all right, too. However, he fails to mention many
streams. One of the streams he notes hatches for has not ever seen these flies, at least in the past 3
generations. I think he relied too much on hearsay for trout streams outside of n/c PA.
-- If you are going to plunk down the money for one, Landis's is probably the best one right now, though if
you can get ahold of Sajna's and like historical anecdotes, you might like it best.

Sajna's book is actually fairly easy to find (at least relative to some other PA angling books I've looked for, like
The Vanishing Trout). I'm pretty sure I thumbed through it when I was a youngster and would hang out at the
chain bookstores, looking at hunting and fishing books. Seeing as it wasn't in my home library, I just snagged a
copy off of Ebay, so thanks for the pointer rrt.

